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4SIGHT Supply Chain Group and Parts Town to Present AutoStore
Integration Success at HighJump Elevate 2018

The 4SIGHT-Parts Town case study will showcase how integrating HighJump Warehouse
Advantage with the AutoStore goods-to-person system paved the way for quadrupled picking
speed.

BUTLER, N.J. (PRWEB) March 06, 2018 -- 4SIGHT Supply Chain Group, a leading supply chain consulting,
engineering, and IT services provider, announced today that its work with Parts Town has led to a successful
integration between HighJump® Warehouse Advantage and the AutoStore® goods-to-person technology. Parts
Town, a distributor of genuine OEM restaurant equipment parts, will share its unique story alongside 4SIGHT
during HighJump’s annual user conference, Elevate, March 11-14 in Dallas. 4SIGHT is a HighJump Elevate
Gold Sponsor and a strategic implementation partner.

4SIGHT’s Scott Halvorson and Parts Town’s Kenny William will present the session, “Quadruple the Speed,
Half the Space: How Parts Town and 4SIGHT Made It Happen with AutoStore,” Tuesday, March 13, from
10:20-11:10 a.m. CST. Their discussion will give attendees a view into the Parts Town project, which included
moving to a new warehouse and building the space-saving AutoStore infrastructure with Bastian Solutions.
Parts Town partnered with 4SIGHT to develop the integration between the HighJump warehouse management
system (WMS) and Bastian Solutions’ Exacta warehouse control system, which interfaces with AutoStore.

With their integrated solution, Parts Town has achieved impressive results, most notably the ability to pick
products at four times the previous rate, using only 2 percent of the warehouse floor space. Parts Town’s
AutoStore configuration holds approximately 27,000 SKUs in 15,100 bins. It uses 21 robots and six
ports—four for picking and two for put-away.

“We brought together best-in-class technical partners to bring our AutoStore vision to life, and the results speak
for themselves,” said William, Director of Process Improvement for Parts Town. “I believe our proven success
with 4SIGHT is the start of a long-term partnership. We continue to leverage their considerable expertise as we
fine-tune our distribution operation.”

“4SIGHT and Parts Town charted a new technology course by collaborating on something that hadn’t been
done before: designing the integration between the HighJump WMS and the Exacta interface for AutoStore,”
said Halvorson, Senior Director of 4SIGHT's HighJump Practice. “Our success at Parts Town represents our
ongoing focus on helping clients use advanced technology to transform their supply chains to meet increasing
customer demands.”

4SIGHT and HighJump have worked closely to enable HighJump customers to transform their supply chains
through the combination of adaptable software and best practice-based consulting services.

“Empowering our partners and customers with highly adaptable warehouse technology, creative solutions, and
expert services to thrive in today’s market is core to HighJump’s values,” said Bill Ryan, Senior Vice President
of Operations at HighJump. “4SIGHT and Parts Town presenting their success at HighJump Elevate
exemplifies our dedication to listening to and understanding the unique needs of our customers, enabling them
to excel today and in the future.”
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Learn more about 4SIGHT’s participation at HighJump Elevate.

About 4SIGHT Supply Chain Group
4SIGHT specializes in supply chain consulting, engineering, and information technology. Our seasoned
professionals average more than 19 years of experience helping companies across all industries solve their
distribution, fulfillment, and transportation challenges. As a testament to the value our clients place on our
expertise, experience and integrity, 4SIGHT has received multiple industry awards. For more information,
please email us at in4mation(at)go4sight(dot)com or call 973-435-0025. On the web: go4sight.com.

About HighJump
HighJump is a global provider of supply chain management software that streamlines the flow of inventory and
information from supplier to store shelf. Named to the Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing Companies list for 3 years
running, HighJump employs more than 440 team members worldwide, and supports more than 4,000 customers
in 66 countries, ranging from SME business to global enterprises.

HighJump’s functionally rich and highly adaptable end-to-end solutions help users achieve new levels of supply
chain responsiveness, performance and profitability, from the warehouse to the storefront, from the desktop to
the driver’s cab. HighJump’s suite of warehousing, manufacturing, transportation, distribution, mobile delivery
and retail solutions allow users to seamlessly drive growth, customer satisfaction and revenue by delivering
goods faster and more profitably.

HighJump: supply chain accelerated. For more information, visit highjump.com.
HighJump is a trademark of HighJump Software Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries

About Parts Town
Parts Town makes finding, ordering, and managing genuine OEM restaurant or foodservice parts for your
kitchen equipment one of the easiest tasks on your to-do list. Our huge selection of restaurant parts from the
world's most trusted manufacturers helps you find parts for your fryers, grills, ovens, ranges, ice machines and
more all in one easy to use place. Our commitment to customer service, great pricing, and same day shipping
keeps your commercial kitchen running efficiently, reliably and safely. Find us online at partstown.com.
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Contact Information
Jenae Cahanes
4SIGHT Supply Chain Group
http://www.go4sight.com
+1 973-435-0025

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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